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About This Game

Where is the line between life and death? How far can human science go trying to understand this?
  Take part in the great battle to rescue humanity and find out what's happening! The human race is in danger again. This time

scientists could not cope the imminent threat and became monsters themselves. Crowds of zombie people filled the secret
research base. The dreadful contagion is about to spread earth wide. Use the last chance to save the humanity from total

annihilation!
  Find the answer to the main question - what caused the catastrophe? Who knows, maybe on the final stage you'll face

something terrible?..
  Try your monster fighting skills in two additional game modes - Survive and Gun Stand. Only these modes will really show

how good you've become.

Fight your way through contaminated hordes

Use 10 types of weapons

Improve the character's skills

Upgrade available arms with the money earned

About 1,000 zombies on each map, showing up to 100 zombies simultaneously on one playing screen
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3 game modes: Campaign, Survive and Gun Stand

Full-on-action male or female character

Character upgrade facility

9 upgradeable weapons of mass destruction

Red or Green blood selection

Highly imaginative selection of zombies

Reactive music which helps to drive the action

Useful gadgets - flash lights, medkits, battle drones and radar.
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10/10, best flying through the air 300 times and throwing controller simulator 2017.. PROS:
+ Really fun and simplistic but challenging gameplay
+ Really charming and interesting story given the minimalistic style
+ Content is well worth the price
+ Progression! The game introduces new mechanics over time to keep levels from feeling stale
+ SUSAN let me in on a little secret... no telling!

CONS:
- Controls feel a bit unpredictable sometimes
- Music can be a bit painful, it would be nice to have an option to adjust music/sound seperately
- Score is a little buggy

Verdict:
Cheap Golf is well worth the small price the develop-- ahem, SUSAN, is offering it for. It's a hybrid between a mini-
golf/puzzle/reflex game, so I'd recommend you are in to at least one of these genres, but I think most people would enjoy
playing this. It's challenging but fair, and a lot of fun. 8/10

EDIT:
In response to the developer, certain levels would have par scores of 0 (despite the actual level displaying something different).
Certain levels also didn't properly calculate turns (I don't remember the exact name, but there was one with bumpers I did with
one shot multiple times and it always said it took me two hits).. I don't recommend this game. The game has nice visuals in the
sense that simplicity and neon like colors give it tron'esque feel to it but for some reason that very graphics heats up my laptop a
"bit" despite what requirements say.
I dislike the "hidden area" gimmick in the sense that while hidden areas are always nice... but they're not really hidden when
they are your main objective and in plain sight... also going through barely visible and overlapping "hidden" platforms was
unpleasant.
All in all if have excellent eyesight and like some tron like adventure give it a go.

I will go get my refund as my sight is not as good as to tolerate overlapping ghost platforms/areas (also I do not intend on
cooling my room down just so i can play the damn game without it shutting my laptop due to overheating...).. BLOOD BOWL!
If you like blood bowl, then totally worth it. Custom team creation is fun for friendly matches and gimmick teams. The Open
Mic feature is genuinely the best thing to happen to Beat Hazard.
I love the game, and to be able to actually use Spotify is a godsend, thank you so much for this feature Cold Beam!
Time to get through my whole Spotify library! Highly recommended, especially with the visuals turned up to the max % where
everything is a pulsing rainbow-white screen, 10/10. I consider myself a pretty accomplished reader, but I don't normally mix
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reading and gaming. That all changed with Snail Trek - Intershellar. This game's story is quite humorous, but it doesn't come on
too strong. The author also cleverly worked some puzzles in between the paragraphs to keep players on their toes. I can't wait to
see what happens next for our intrepid explorers!. Menu bugs and issues stopped me from really giving this game a shot. If you
haven't played CoH1 in a while, it's worth re-installing just to check out this mod. It reworks the game to be much more infantry
based, and artillery pieces (as opposed to off map) and morters play a way bigger part. Tanks become these rare (and very slow)
powerhouses that you really need to capitalize on with mixed tactics. At the same time, though, a lot of new passive elements
like officer buffs and the 'retreat to closest company outpost' button makes it so you're only micromanaging the fun stuff. If you
thought the design of the British in CoH:OF was kind of weird, or even if you loved it, this is a fantastic mod. I just wish there
were more maps with established trench lines.. Wonderful sequel to Beat Hazard. Active creator, listens to community. Supports
open mic (spotify, youtube, pandora, etc.)

9.5/10
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Awesome game! as of writing this it's still in early access but on the right track to be be a cult classic. can't wait to see how this
game grows.. The Crystals and Curses is being filled
A thousand girls, a thousand thrills
A million ways to spend your time
When we get back, I'll drop a line \u2b50\u2b50\u2b50\u2b50\u2b50. If I like your game, I will play it...Great game...I played it
14 hours later, I'll play it again......Strategy\/Unit placement + tower defenseish... And they didn't let me take that furry
sweetheart away from that cage? Seriously? I'm shattered.. the first association i get from motorama is to the old street rods.
same age, same look-and-feel, same cars...

visuals and music are nothing to write home about but are appropriate enough. driving model is arcade and cars are mostly
unmanageable when spinning out but that actually fits with the 50s racing theme.

now for the bad parts:
- ai cars have no clipping, just going through the traffic cars that collide readily enough with you
- driving ai sucks, it does spin out randomly that helps overtaking them but it does not feel like something that should be
happening. plus, ai cars have unfair advantages like hyperspeed, blowing past your upgraded car with ease
- upgrading cards feels random. just as one example - a car with 55% speed is actually slower than one with 40% speed
- progress is badly managed. major amounts of moneygrinding is required to progress and this is always a bad sign

racing through the game takes about 2-3 hours, unfortunately grinding the cash for upgrades takes a lot longer and is simply
boring.

i really want to recommend it but in its current form, i cannot.
if this would be a beta, i would be stoked to see how it turns out. but as a final game - skip.
. I hope you're not epileptic, and I hope you're ready to restart your computer after the fun fun fun of downloading a 9 GB
program only to start it up, have it freeze at the main screen, and then start rapidly flashing green. Trying to close it won't work.
Shutting down Steam won't work. You'll have to either have a second monitor in order to log out (how I did it), or restart your
PC.

So I went to the discussion part of the store page, in order to file a bug report, and found there are already 144 bug/glitch
discussions, many of them unanswered. Reading the discussion board itself, I found that apparently there's little to do in the
game anyway, unless you're dropping cash.

Still, I figured, let's try again.

So I restarted the game, and this time it managed to load, while still flickering this green and black neon color. I got to the main
screen to look for the settings option, but I had to go through a tutorial first, and agree to the license, at which point my eyeballs
were melting from the flashing, flickering neon green and black. FINALLY, I managed to cut the tutorial short and went to the
settings screen. There are no graphics options. You cannot change resolution, color depth, nothing.

I would not recommend this game if they gave me a million "Atom" points.

For the love of Gort, my vision is still flickering pink.

FUN!
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